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Congratulations on purchasing Putt N Play. Putt N Play is an indoor/outdoor fun 

putting game designed for both adults and children. Putt N Play is the latest 

interactive putting game from Putting Professionals. Putt N Play gives you the tools 

to create your very own Mini Putt Putt Course inside or outside your home.  

You should have the following components: 

 6 x Flags with Bases - (Coloured Flags may not match bases)  

 6 x Numbered Stickers 

 6 x Numbered Target Cones with Interchangeable Inserts 

 6 x Soft Yellow (Putt18) Balls  

 6 x Starting Discs 

 1 x Draw String Carry Bag 

 User Guide -  

o 4 Practice Drills 

o Score Cards -  Downloadable 

Optional Extras - Soft Headed Putters (Not included)  

.  

Please Note: Play N Putt is suitable for children aged 5 and up. Putt N Play contains 

small components that could be a choke hazard. Adult supervision is required. 
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DESIGN YOUR VERY OWN MINI PUTT-PUTT COURSE 

Position all the Target Cones wherever you like in the chosen area to create your very 

own Mini Putt-Putt Course. Position the starting discs to determine where players 

start from. This could be in your home or your backyard.  

Create a 6, 12 or 18-hole course. You can play multiple rounds to create a 4 round 

competition. You can turn the Target Cones to face any direction to increase or 

decrease the difficulty of each hole. The hole is completed when the ball enters the 

opening of the Target Cone. Use the scorecards to create a Par 1, Par 2, Par 3 or 

more. Change your course design every time you play by repositioning the Holes or 

the Starting Points using the Starting Disc’s. No two games are ever the same.  

If you have several players then you can arrange them into a team to play another 

team of players. They can be groups of two, three or four or more players. Add up all 

the scores and see which team has the lowest total score or the lowest average score 

it’s up to you. Award prizes if you like for the lowest individual score. Maybe award a 

prize for the highest score. It’s all up to you. You may also like to try our 5 Practice 

Drills to help improve your putting skills. Soft golf balls can be substituted with real 

golf balls if this is preferred. 

 

PRACTICE DRILLS 

DRILL ONE: 

Arrange the Target Cones in order (Holes 1 to 6) directly in front of you so that the 

Target Cones are at the same distance away from you at a length that you are 

comfortable with making the putt. Ensure that they are about 20-30cm apart. Decide 

who goes first. Starting from Hole 1, Player One putts one ball into the first Target 
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Cone. Each time the ball enters the open area of the Target Cone you can move to 

the next Target Cone. You can only move to the next Target Cone if you hole the 

putt. If your putt misses a Target Cone you must return to the previous hole and 

sink that putt again on your next turn. Every time you miss a Target Cone you must 

go back to the previous Target Cone. Whoever completes all 6 Target Cones is 

declared the winner. If this becomes too easy you can reposition the Target Cones 

further away to increase the level of difficulty. Remember you only get one putt per 

Target Cone. 

 

    

DRILL TWO: 

Arrange the Target Cones in order (Holes 1 to 6) directly in front of you so that the 

Target Cones are at the same distance away from you at a length that you are 

comfortable with making the putt. Ensure that they are about 20-30cm apart. Decide 

who goes first. Starting from Hole 1, Player one putts one ball into the first Target 

Cone. Each time the ball enters the open area of the Target Cone you can move to 

the next Target Cone. You can only move to the next Target Cone if you hole the 

putt.  If your putt misses a Target Cone, then you must start again from the start 

back at Hole 1. Every time you miss a Target Cone you must go back to Hole 1. 

Whoever completes all 6 Target Cones from 6 putts in a row is declared the winner. If 

this becomes too easy you can reposition the Target Cones further away to increase 

the level of difficulty. Remember you only get one putt per Target Cone. 
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DRILL THREE:  

Arrange the Target Cones in order (Holes 1 to 6) directly in front of you in left to right 

order about 20-30cm apart. Position each of the Target Cones slightly further back 

than the previous Target. Starting from Hole 1, Player One putts one ball into the first 

Target Cone. Each time you do this you move to the next Target Cone.  

If your putt misses a Target Cone, then you must start back at Hole 1.  

Every time you miss a Target Cone you must go back to Hole 1. Whoever completes 

all 6 Target Cones from 6 putts is declared the winner. If this becomes too easy you 

can reposition the Target Cones further away to increase the level of difficulty. 

Remember you only get one putt per Target Cone. 
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DRILL FOUR: ROUND THE CLOCK 

This is a well-known popular putting drill to practice improving your putting skills. 

Position all the Target Cones in a circle so that you are able to putt a ball to each of 

the Target Cones. Now position the Starting Discs and Soft Golf balls directly opposite 

each of the Target Cones. The length of each putt can be determined by you. Start 

from Hole 1 and then continue in a circular direction to the next Target Cone. Again, 

you can only move to the next Target Cone once you have holed the previous putt. If 

you do not make the putt then you must go back to the previous hole and start 

again. The first person to complete the circle will be deemed the winner.  

 

Game Modification 1: You can modify this drill by calling out random hole numbers 

then have each player putt to that hole. The first player to successfully putt to every 

hole they would be declared the winner.  

Game Modification 2: You can modify this drill by rearranging the Target Cones so 

that the hole numbers are not in a circular order. The first player to successfully putt 

to every hole they would be declared the winner. 

For more exciting interactive Putting Games please visit www.putt18.com.au 

http://www.putt18.com.au/
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Copy and print this scorecard. Select the Par for each hole and then write the Par in 

the Par Column. Download more scorecards from www.putt18.com.au 

PUTT N PLAY - 6 HOLE SCORECARD

Player Name Player Name

Hole Par Score Hole Par Score

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

Total Total

Player Name Player Name

Hole Par Score Hole Par Score

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

Total Total

Player Name Player Name

Hole Par Score Hole Par Score

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

Total Total

Player Name Player Name

Hole Par Score Hole Par Score

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

Total Total
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Copy and print this scorecard. Select the Par for each hole and then write the Par in 

the Par Column. Download more scorecards from www.putt18.com.au 

PUTT N PLAY - 18 HOLE SCORECARD

Player Name Player Name

Hole Par Score Hole Par Score

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

7 7

8 8

9 9

10 10

11 11

12 12

13 13

14 14

15 15

16 16

17 17

18 18

Total Total

Player Name Player Name

Hole Par Score Hole Par Score

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

7 7

8 8

9 9

10 10

11 11

12 12

13 13

14 14

15 15

16 16

17 17

18 18

Total Total


